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Ecological Ditties For Schoolchildren

In the guys pochudili For the office 'SeverLes'! Where we took mushrooms, Between birches and Christmas trees, Saw the
chainsaw squealing, And the skidder growls.. We are optimists in life And sadness is not with us It is important to give the
country a paper, The rest is nothing!What will the descendants? Their problem will be.. I went to the garden Grodki watered
Sela bee on flower Butterfly flied I looked around How everything is fine, Birds cheerfully sing The sun shines clearly Uncle,
aunts help Us save nature Fresh air save Save the water Muldiyarova Margarita: Having planted a bag of potatoes, You'll dig two
buckets.. So as not to live in the middle of the landfill, We need to clean up the garbage! • Along the Sovietskaya Street We
planted flowers, Afterwards, the cows were gone.. I went to the garden Grodki watered Sela bee on flower Butterfly flied I
looked around How everything is fine, Birds cheerfully sing The sun shines clearly Uncle, aunts help Us save nature Fresh air
save Save the water Muldiyarova Margarita: Having planted a bag of potatoes, You'll dig two buckets.. Chastushki about the
ecology for schoolchildren ENVIRONMENTAL CHASTUTS of pupils 1 'A' of Nizhnemaktaminsky secondary school N2
Nurullin Ilshat: Mother - nature of the shore, From childhood love it.. Atmosphere contaminating the Exhaust gases We are
undermining health Overnight We throw the garbage everywhere.

Furthermore preference rankings made by pre-school age children are highly correlated with consumption (Birch, 1979b).. And
you people are surprised, Make a conclusion try: After all, the Earth we have one, In it lives your soul.. Environmental
chastushki Everywhere people, here and there Where they are, there is rubbish and shame.. ENVIRONMENTAL CHRISTMAS
OF PUPILS 1 'A' OF NIZHNEMAKTAMNAMA SCHOOL №2 Nurullin Ilshat: Mother - nature of the shore, From childhood
love it.. Vitamin 'C' want, Visit the teddy bear on a visit Nilova Angelina: We devote chastushki Ecology in the country How we
pollute it, Forgetting about the earth.. There over the clear water Do not noise the oak Between the remaining stumps, In the
puddles, poison.. West wind on the city Pushes the wall out of the smoke, And the Koryazhma from the planes, Not accessible
to enemies.

Do not pollute it, And than you can, help! Grigorieva Cristina: 1 Do not shoot sparrows, Do not shoot pigeons, Do not shoot just
like that From your horns! If you grew up before you Muravainichke mountain You're his for fun Better do not kick your
foot!Cultivating ecological culture of schoolchildren, teachers face a number of difficulties of problems –a superficial
knowledge on ecology at many pupils, absence of aspiration to be engaged in ecological creative activity.. They destroyed all
their dreams So that it would not be so boring I'll sing songs Ecology, I'll take care, I'll protect the earth.. We need to plant a
forest Shpigareva Stella: Mishka walked through the woods And collected roses.. We ourselves suffer from it, That nature is
littered Oh, you, river of the river, You will not catch a perch.. • Once upon a time, they did not grieve Suddenly, the nature was
polluted, So that we should be healthy.

What kind of data does Environmental Post give? We believe that the question is purely rhetorical.. We preserve nature's nature,
We save every bush Even a squirrel we ask: Can I take your house? On the country road, the track crosses.. We are anxiously
watching, As nature is ruined What do not take 'Ilim', 'Privatemen' will be dopped.. I argued with friends, Who will swim faster:
Maybe my dear friend Vanya, Maybe even recyclable.. Once upon a time, they did not grieve Suddenly, the nature was polluted,
So that we should be healthy.

• You take care of nature! Defend and love!Clean air you appreciate! Keep the next generation! Gubaidullina Elvina: 1..
Environmental chastushki Ecology for us - Habitat From her water depends, Food.. Nature has gifted us with Reason, strength
and ability Let's celebrate full, So that she could live.. It happens, since you are not friends With the environment, friends The
class teacher is Natalia Anatolievna Mukhametzyanova.. Ecology is not eternal, And it needs to be stored Respect your nature,
To live and not to grieve.. You take care of nature! Defend and love! Clean air you appreciate! Keep the next
generation!Gubaidullina Elvina: 1.. We followed the berries, Between stunted birches It's a pity, there were no forests, But they
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crept in the mud.. • Atmosphere polluting with exhaust fumes We are undermining health overnight Overnight • We throw dust
everywhere and the forests Rivers, lakes, pollutes The fish disappears completely.. Nasibullin Kamil: To make us breathe better
- We must protect the forest So as not to live in the middle of the landfill, We need to clean up the garbage!Along the
Sovietskaya Street We planted flowers, Afterwards, the cows were gone.. It happens, since you are not friends With the
environment, friends The class teacher is Natalia Anatolievna Mukhametzyanova.. • Ecology is not eternal, And it needs to be
stored Respect your nature, To live and not to grieve.. Do not pollute it, And than you can, help! Grigorieva Cristina: 1 Do not
shoot sparrows, Do not shoot pigeons, Do not shoot just like that From your horns! • If you grew up in front of you
Muraveinichek mountain You're his interest Do not kick your foot! Nasibullin Kamil: • To make us breathe better - We must
protect the forest.. Safiullina Lily: • I love my nature It is very clean, The air is fresh and pleasant, And the land is fluffy..
Maybe wander with a knapsack On the steppe is boundless We chastushki sing, How we live in our homeland.. We need to plant
a forest Shpigareva Stella: Mishka walked through the woods And collected roses.. Rousseau (1984) explored this further
amongst primary schoolchildren in Edinburgh.. If we believe in the newspaper, the pungent smoke will thin out Only sorry, by
that moment, Grandson will be in time to become gray.. Caught only on the hook That pack, then the slipper My friend and I
went to the forest to collect mushrooms, Only the forests did not find: There are some stains.. They destroyed all their dreams •
To not be so boring I'll sing songs Ecology, I'll take care, I'll protect the earth.. On the diet depends How many we all will live
Ecology - take care of us, keep it clean.. The garbage is here, the garbage dump is there, And the Earth rotates, imperceptibly,
slowly On the dump turns! Oh, you people of the whole Earth, Suddenly the Earth will be offended?! On other planets of life It
is not foreseen yet!The earthly ball is our native home, But now from age to age He is in great danger From the deeds of man..
Safiullina Lily: I love my nature She is very clean, The air is fresh and pleasant, And the earth is fluffy.. What a miserable
nature! Do not ruin her beauty! Man, do not land a dump Next to the city in the forest! Then throw it, then drop it On the road,
on the grass.. Ecological chastushki - poems about ecology, poems about the terrible cool hour on the ecology of ditties about
boys cheerful ditties for teachers for ecological ecology I will tackle, we are chastushki devote modern chastushki for children's
ecology poems about the new year! Chastushki about school, ditties, all projects of ditties for schoolchildren chastushki about
poems about ecology, about a cheerful beaver and environmental ditties O 500 chastooshkas for children about the 'strong half
of mankind' poems about ecology for 'chemistry and ecology' 4: 8 years 15 weeks ditties ecological ecology ecological
competitions for school children cheerful school ditties about the school name of the teams and the motto.. +7 (812) 587 0153
(home); on the Internet, see Registration date: Number of members: Overall - 40, active working group - 15 Spheres of activity:
Ethno-environmental, socio-environmental, hydrological, hydrochemical, geological, geobotanical, meterological,
cartographical.. • And we exterminate animals on skins and furs Rare flowers are torn off In the fields and in the meadows.. The
soil is dying and the forests Rivers, lakes, pollutes The fish disappears And we exterminate animals on skins and furs Rare
flowers are torn off In the fields and on the meadows.. Vitamin 'C' want, Visit the teddy bear on a visit Nilova Angelina: We
devote chastushki Ecology in the country How we pollute it, Forgetting about the earth.. About nature, we sing to you Sincerely,
without any crookedness, Well, but if we are to make it a little, It's so, for beauty. e10c415e6f 
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